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Oliver Brightside thinks it s going to be another boring day until he finds a heads up penny and

remembers the saying, Find a penny, pick it up, all day long you ll have good luck! Oliver's lucky

find, not only takes him on a great adventure, but it leads him to something that is absolutely

priceless!
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We just received this book today and I decided that tonight was a good of a night as any to read it to

my 3 year old. As we are sitting in her room on her bed reading it she looks at me and says

"Mommy Oliver is such a nice little boy". This book is a great story for kids and teaches them that it

pays off to be kind to everyone and that there is always a positive to every situation. I would highly

recommend this book to anyone who has children and or grandchildren who love for you to read

them bedtime stories. I know that this book is going to be read in our house quite a bit. My daughter

told me at the end of the book "I really liked that story". Two thumbs up for this book!!

I bought this book for my grandson who is 15 months old so he is a little young for the entire

storyline at this time. I read the book and it is a great story with a fantastic message on friendship

and determination. The book is beautifully illustrated as well. This is a great addition to his book

collection. I am sure there is more to Oliver Brightside's adventures to write about!!



Beautifully illustrated an entertaining storyline while teaching life lessons. Every child should have

their parents read this book to them. I loved it

Well written Christopher Manzo! Hey Evelyn, cool you panties off! I'm not a relative, girlfriend, or a

grandma (hope to be one day). I picked up the book and started reading it while waiting for my

daughter, it has such a wonderful uplifting message that resonates everyone who reads it. I don't

get it...you leave a one star review? I think you need to eat a cannoli (or two) to sweeten that heart

of yours! You go Christopher & Oliver, don't let hurtful words stop your creativity!

LOVE IT!! WRITING IS EXCELLENT AND THE ILLUSTRATIONS ARE WONDERFUL ALSO!! GIFT

FOR MY FOUR YEAR OLD NEPHEW AND HE WAS SO INTERESTED AND REALLY ENJOYS

IT......HE READS IT OVER AND OVER....HE IS GIFTED.

I thought this was a charming book, suitable for a wide range of ages, and delightfully illustrated. I

am happy to recommend this book highly, and am looking forward to the next work from this

up-and-coming author!

Great Job Christopher honestly I read a few pages and have to tell you beautifully written and hope

your success on your next publication... As for you **Evelyn shame on you I would hope his father

and everyone in his family wrote a review for him all hard work deserves acknowledgment

especially from your family. Regardless of what he said not that I agreed but Christopher is entitled

to his opinion it doesn't not take away from what a wonderful job he's done on this venture and I

hope people respect it an don't judge a children's publish on that... Sorry I normally don't even write

reviews Evelyn put me on a sour note....

Who should be allowed to write a childrenâ€™s book? Should the prerequisite be that the author be

perfect in word and deed? If that were so, there wouldnâ€™t be any childrenâ€™s books. Or should

it be the desire to foster childrenâ€™s imaginations, be a positive influence, or perhaps, just make

them giggle? Our children are bombarded constantly with negative influences. As parents, even we

fall short as role models. Our attitudes, how we look at life, are a huge determining factor in how

happy we will be. Christopher Manzo believes this deeply, thus he created the character Oliver

Brightside. Chrisâ€™ desire to be a positive force for children in a very negative world is an



admirable one, and is needed more now than ever. As for Al Manzo writing a â€œglowingâ€•

reviewâ€”heâ€™s proud of his boy. When did that become a crime?
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